
Tradition and innovation – Since 1858 visionary thinking and a 
fascination with technology have guided us to develop innovative products 
of outstanding reliability: Anticipating trends to improve quality of life.

M.FOCUS
Focus on the essential
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Subject to alterations.

Automated focusing with adjustable focus areas has 
become a standard in photography. With its M.FOCUS 
HAAG-STREIT SURGICAL is now setting new standards for 
operating microscopes and closing the gap that existed 
in terms of autofocus to photography. Benefit from best  
focusing results by taking a larger area into account and not 
being limited to the center of your visual field.

Active area: On the screen the area to which the autofocus 
should be applied to, can be changed. Here a medium  
focus is set thus individual peaks in your visual field will 
not result in a poor focus point. When working in a deep 
cavity, however, limit the area to precisely find the focus at 
its bottom.

Centration: The point of interest is not always in the center 
of the visual field. Thus why should the focus be? The 
M.FOCUS allows you to decenter the area for focusing  
to improve its operation to your point of interest and to  
result in fewer hassles setting the scope.
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ACTIVATION

The activation of the autofocus can be customized for each 
operating surgeon through the software. Individual settings 
allow utmost comfort for each user. 

COMPATIBILITY

The M.FOCUS is available for any HS MIOS 5 system.  
It is compatible with the high-end microscopes  
HS Hi-R 700/700XY and HS Hi-R 1000 for neuro/spine,  
ENT, and plastic & reconstructive applications.

 

 M.FOCUS 
Methode Video contrast measurement 

Reference point Adjustable AOI (Area of Interest) inside the field of view

Mode Automatic after a microscope trigger (can be enabled)

Safety feature Possibility to disable autofocus    

 Manual focus adjustment possible at all times

Additional feature Individual autofocus settings for each user   

 Position and size adjustment of autofocus area 

 Independent from camera 

Technical specifications

Active autofocus area

M.FOCUS


